Proposed New MC Road Guard Rules
7422.0100 – 7422.1300

- **7422.0100 – Definitions**, ensuring common language for terms, assure consistency between agencies in administering, implementing, and regulating program – State Patrol, Local law enforcement, MNDOT, OTS, DVS, & Minnesota Motorcycle Safety Center (MMSC).

- **7422.0200 – Authority; Restrictions** : § 169.06, subd. 4, traffic control, flagger consistency, notice local law enforcement along route; proof of insurance, suspension and appeals.

- **7422.0300 - Qualifications; Standards** § 171.60, subd. 2; DL Exam, 171.04 or 171.13; age; MMSC safety /Equip/training/continuing-ed. require.

- **7422.0400 – Instructor Qualifications**; MMSC authorized; MR Part 7411.0630 and 7411.0630- instructors; exceptions subpart 8 criminal hist.

- **7422.0500-Certificate Issuance; Disqualifications**; timelines, expiration, disqualification, appeal process.

- **7422.0600-Alcohol Prohibitions; Violations**; “Not a drop doctrine” alcohol/controlled substances, screening, “reason to believe standard”

- **7422.0700- Notice; application**; process for certification, notice of training frequency.

- **7422.0800- Data Classification**; § 13.02, 171.12 Driving record, and data privacy, data use.

- **7422.0900-Course Fee**; 171.60, subd. 5, authority for DPS Commissioner; sets fees to cover cost, establish & administer the program.

- **7422.1000-Vehicle Requirements**; Restrictions; required equipment-communications; restrictions on equipment type, passengers.

- **7422.1100-Flagging Equipment**; apparel requirements; apparel & equipment type and performance standards.

- **7422.1200 – Curriculum**; MMSC training program content, duration, monitoring of graduates, proficiency

- **7422.1300 – Penalty**; § 171.60 a person who violates any provisions or requirements in the law is guilty of a petty misdemeanor.